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Daywind recording artist, the Booth Brothers, with the help of award winning producer, Barry
Weeks, have created an incredible, landmark album, entitled Room For More. This is the debut
Daywind release from this seasoned and tremendously talented group, and it proves that,
although every Booth Brothers album is stellar and packed with heart, talent, and great music,
there is always Room For More. The group celebrated it nationwide release, as well as it’s now
#1 single, “Welcome To The Family,” with the Solid Gospel radio network this past week. 

“It is rare when a CD is released at the same time its first single hits #1 on the charts,” shared
Ed Leonard, president at Daywind. “It’s something we appreciate greatly when it happens. We
are so thankful to radio and their listeners, and so proud of the Booth Brothers for creating such
an incredible recording.” 

  The song “Welcome To The Family” is just one of many mega hits to be gleaned from this
powerful recording. In addition to that #1 feel good tune, there are honest, heartfelt songs like
“The Stuff Of Life,” “Standing Tall,” and “Freedom.” Also included are songs that cause listeners
to stop and count their blessings, like “What Salvation’s Done For Me” and “Peace.” Then there
are the up-tempo tunes this energetic group delivers so well, like “The Half” and “Faithful One.”
The Booth Brothers are known for close harmony and smooth music and this is showcased
throughout the recording. It is especially evident on songs like “When He Saved Me” and “Love
And Grace.” Room For More is available nationwide at local Christian retailers, Family Christian
Stores, Lifeway, and Berean, and at digital outlets, like iTunes. 

The Booth Brothers are booked exclusively by the Harper Agency. For more information on
scheduling them, visit www.harperagency.com .  

Daywind Records is based in Hendersonville, TN, and is distributed worldwide through New
Day Christian Distributors. In addition to the Booth Brothers, Daywind is home to such great
artists as Greater Vision and Crabb Revival, among others. 

For more information on the Booth Brothers visit www.boothbrothers.com . For more
information on Daywind Records, visit 
www.daywindrecords.com
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